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About the AngelAire Urn
For an overview, and introduction as to the make-up of your AngelAire urn, and because of the
many components and complexity of the unit, the operation, general care and cleaning must be
adhered to. In general, the AngelAire release urn is a mechanical device, designed specifically to
aid in the spreading of both human and animal cremated remains (ashes). The urn consists of an
internal hopper, where the ashes are loaded, a valve to release the ashes into a low pressure
plenum via a push/pull rod and micro switch, battery, a blower assembly, ash port, and a
decorative “box”. All made of various materials including wood, metal, plastic. All of this
houses the mechanical parts, and hardware which holds the urn together. There is a top handle
for lifting the box, and an external knob that controls the starting and stopping of the urn via a
push/pull rod actuator. As such from above, a through read and understanding of this manual
will aid in the successful use and performance in scattering ceremonies for years to come.

Unpacking and charging the unit
Start with carefully unpacking your “AngelAire release urn”. Please save all packing materials
for future shipping. With the urn removed from the carrying case:

Find the “safety pin” in the side Velcro pocket and install in the pull to release knob:

Locate the charging power chord in a small white box. Plug the chord into the wall socket and
then locate the charging point on the underside of the urn and plug in the charging unit. The
charger light should alternate green/red, then steady red while charging. Once fully charged, the
light will turn green. We recommend a full charge overnight for an optimal “first” charge.
Charging thereafter should take 2 to 3 hours (at which point the light will to turn to green). Be
sure to allow at least thirty minutes after conducting a scattering for battery cool down before
recharging.

General Care, Cleaning, Handling
General cleaning is best accomplished using a soft terry towel, moist with water and then
followed by another soft dry terry towel to bring to a polish. Waxes can be used such as pledge,
or similar furniture wax/cleaners. On occasion, a dry, white oxidation film may accrue from
storage or contact with shipping materials (cardboard, plastic bag, etc.). If this occurs, use a soft,
damp terry towel to clean and bring to a polish with a dry towel. Minor scratches from general
use can be polished out using a light cutting compound, followed by a hand wax such as
McGuires or similar product. If severe damage occurs, contact the AngelAire Company for
instructions and or recommendations. When handling, refrain from “quick” grab/snatches on the
main carrying handle, and handle with great care particularly when loaded with ashes and in
transition to the pedestal tray or other location. When returning the urn to the carrying case, take
care on the four corner knobs and the release knob that it does not catch nor inadvertently pull
the release knob. The “Remove before release” safety pin can scratch the urn when installed
while putting the urn in or out of the carrying case. Take care to visually watch this area when
removing and inserting into the carrying case.

Loading the Urn with Ashes
To load the AngelAire urn, carefully unscrew the top two decorative knobs on the
upper side of the urn:

Carefully slide guide rods out by pulling on the knobs, a slight wiggle motion may be helpful:

The picture below illustrates the top knobs and rods removed, you are now ready to remove lid.

With knobs and rods set aside, carefully lift off the lid and set it aside, be sure to replace the lid
in the same position as it was removed. Remove soft white sound baffle and set aside:

Beneath the lid, be sure the plastic hopper (where ashes are poured into) is wiped dry and clean
with Pledge or similar furniture polish. This helps insure the ashes slide freely during operation.
Repeat this preparation for every use.
The ashes must be processed to a powder like consistency, (minimum CANA standards,
Cremation Assoc. of North America). Sift the ashes into a plastic bag through a screen, strainer
or colander to capture any large fragments. Grind large fragments in a coffee bean grinder or
magic bullet type blender then add back in with the fine ashes. Note: The AngelAire device has
been designed to successfully cast small fragments approximately the size of wildflower seed.

Next, gently pour the ashes into the hopper/funnel receptacle:
(We recommend doing this shortly before the scattering, see special
note at end of this brochure for early preparation techniques)

Re-install baffle, be sure to evenly space baffle to allow the guide blocks under the lid to clear:

Replace lid and reinstall top rods and knobs, lining up with holes in lid. You may need to press
down on lid, and or jiggle, to align holes. Re-install decorative knobs turning clockwise until tight.
You may now place the loaded, and fully charged Angle urn into its carrying case.

Site Set-Up and Scattering Operation
When selecting the site, be sure to have proper permits if required (individual states may vary, be
sure to show them our video proving we leave no footprint). With private property, obtain the
owner’s consent to scatter. Find a suitable area with level ground to place the pedestal on. If not
using the pedestal, be sure the bottom of the urn has sufficient clearance to the ground. When
positioning, be sure to use the wind detector provided, or similar method to determine the wind
direction. Shake the “smoke in a bottle” wind detector, open the end tip, and firmly squeeze:

Whichever direction the smoke goes, position the urn so the ashes release to the same direction.
At this point, flip the electric switch built into the bottom of the AngelAire urn into the ON
position (side with dash symbol flush with box):

Remove the red tethered “Remove Before Release” safety pin. At the appropriate time in the
ceremony, when ready to “release” the ashes, support the urn with one hand (see below), while
using the other hand, firmly pull the release knob straight back, approximately 2.5 inches:

Once the ashes have diminished, and are no longer visible coming out of the discharge port
(approximately 2 ½ minutes), you can give a gentle tap on either side of the urn to insure all the
ashes have been successfully released:

To shut down the unit, support the urn again using a hand on the top of the urn, and use the other
hand to push the actuating knob back in (see photo below), this will stop the urns internal motor
(flipping the switch in the bottom of the unit will also shut the motor off).

Take a soft terry towel or like cleaning cloth and dust off any light ash dust that may be visible
on the urn and its discharge port:

You may optionally re-install the “Remove Before Release” safety pin, and return the urn to its
carrying case.

Cleaning after Scattering
Prior to the next scattering, remove the lid and baffle. Using a vacuum with a small detail
attachment, vacuum any remaining ash residue (this will be very minor). Vacuum the hopper
areas and exit port areas of the urn. You may choose to solely wipe off residue with a moist soft
cloth.

After vacuuming, use a damp terry towel, micro fiber, or similar type moist cleaning cloth and
wipe down the internal hopper and exit port area. With a second dry cloth, wipe away any
remaining moisture, then clean with Pledge or similar furniture polish. This helps insure the
ashes slide freely during the next operation. Repeat this preparation for every use. Re-install the
safety baffle and lid. With the lid back on, guide rods and knobs installed, finish by wiping
down the external areas of the urn as described under the General Care and Cleaning of this
manual, then re-charge the battery. Your AngelAire urn is now ready for its next use.

SPECIAL NOTE / EARLY PREPARATION TECHNIQUES:
When prepping the AngelAire urn for a scattering that may not take place for several hours or
more, there is potential for settling or compaction, especially if there is a lot of vibration or
movement transporting the urn to the scattering site. Thus, it is recommended that the prepared
and processed ashes be pre-loaded into a tubular plastic bag as shown (a plastic newspaper bag
works perfectly):

Center the ashes in the plastic bag, then gently lower them into the hopper. Fold the ends over
the top of the ashes and add tape to the closed end (this will act as a pull tab when you are ready
to remove the bag):

Once at the scattering site, open top of urn, access the plastic bag loaded with ashes, then gently
lift the taped end of bag out of the urn, allowing the open end of the plastic bag to release the
ashes in the hopper:

With ashes now loosely lying in the urn, re-install the lid and guide rods, tighten knobs and the
urn is now ready for the scattering.

